
spring/summer 2012



We believe ethical fashion 
should just look like fashion.

We are inspired by the items that have been in our wardrobes for 
years—because true style is timeless, not transient or throwaway. 
Our versatile day-to-evening designs have been made with care, 
each piece has been created to last and be loved. 

“A New Dawn”
spring/summer 2012

This season is all about celebrating a return to relaxed luxury but 
interpreted in a modern way. Combinations of unusual textures and 
colour contrasts play against each other for a whimsical effect, the 
drapiest of silks work alongside subtle stretch jerseys and denims 
finished with the most beautiful ‘peace’ silk trims. Colourful jewel-
inspired shades such as peachy corals and dusky cornflower blues 
work alongside fine stripes, denim and white linens which politely nod 
to all things nautical, from the Rivieria to an urban oasis, Outsider 
pieces are easy to wear but above all respect people and planet. 

We ♥ sustainable Fabrics

Organic Cotton Soft and light, good for you and the environment

recycled Denim Jersey Gorgeous pale blue with flecks of darkness

Bamboo/Organic Cotton Jersey Smooth and soft, luxurious natural fibres

Tencel Denim Silky finish denim alternative, made from sustainable wood

peace silk Spotty woven silk trim, “peaceful” because silk caterpillars are 

allowed to live complete and natural lives

1613
Crop jacket in 
Tencel denim  

with peace  
silk trim

1215
satin detail 

skirt in recycled 
denim jersey 



1134
Oversized shirt 

dress in linen



1313
silk tank

1611
Drape cardigan 

in bamboo  
jersey and silk

1706
Tailored shorts in 
tencel denim with 

peace silk trim



1129 
T-shirt dress in 
recycled denim 

jersey & silk



1130
Victory dress in 

Tencel denim with 
peace silk trim

1313
silk tank 

1708
Hook & eye  
shorts in  
organic  
cotton



1134
Oversized 

shirt dress in 
organic cotton 



1133
maxi shirt dress 
in Tencel denim



1128
maxi dress 
in bamboo 
jersey/silk 

trim\



1133
maxi shirt dress 

in organic cotton



1317
Hook & eye tank 
in organic cotton

1131
shari silk  

jacket  

1313 
silk tank 

1707
satin detail 
trousers in 

recycled  
denim jersey



1612
shari silk  
jacket  

1313 
silk tank 

1707
satin detail 
trousers in 
recycled  
denim jersey

1317
Hook & eye 

tank in peace 
silk/cotton 



1123
Fitted shirt  

dress in organic  
cotton sateen



1129
T-shirt dress in 
bamboo jersey/silk 



1133
maxi shirt 

dress in linen



1125
Little draped 

dress in bamboo 
jersey/silk



1132 
pleat neck shirt 
dress in organic 

cotton sateen



1123
Fitted shirt dress 
in organic cotton 

sateen

1132 
pleat neck shirt 
dress in organic 
cotton sateen



Thanks.
Photography  Andrew Edgecumbe

Hair & Make-up  Alexander Moses

Stylist  Steven Aron Williams

Model  Maria V @ First Model Management

Graphics  Linda Joy

Katherine Dalton for her patternmaking, sewing and spirit 

Jillian Bellingy for her expert eye

Everything else  Hannah Ahmadzadeh, Morag Jones, Victoria, Sonya, Nellie, 

Stephen & Ela, Rachel Smart and all the weird and wonderful people we know.

We used shoes and accessories by Kat Maconie, Tabio,  

Multipaz and Lula Dot.

*Please do not reproduce any images without prior written consent.*

For price list and all other inquiries please contact

Noorin Khamisani
info@outsiderfashion.com     

+44 (0) 7932-066622

www.outsiderfashion.com


